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AAbstrbstractact.. Food packaging films must be reinvented in order to answer the new demanding ecological

requirements. Biobased and/or biodegradable polymers appear as an interesting alternative to reduce

petroleum dependence and carbon dioxide emissions. Poly(ethylene furanoate) (PEF) appears today as a new

promising biopolymer thanks to its good gas barrier and mechanical properties, despite its high price that

could limit its industrial applications. Its combination with other polymers is thus of great interest and for the

first time, film coextrusion process is used to create PLA-PEF and PET-PEF multi-micro/nano layered films. A

new PEF grade developed by AVA Biochem in the H2020 Mypack program, has been used and firstly analysed

in terms of melt processability, mechanical, thermal and gas barrier properties. Our major results confirmed

the good gas barrier as well as mechanical properties of amorphous PEF. Post-extrusion PEF bulk thermal

crystallization led to very brittle material making gas barrier measurements impossible. Micro/nanolayered

PLA-PEF and PET-PEF films with different PEF layer thicknesses have been processed and post-extrusion

annealing treatment was carried out. The relationship between crystallinity, mechanical and gas barrier

properties will be investigated.

KKeeywyworordsds. Poly(Ethylene Furanoate), Multilayer, Multinanolayer, Mechanical Properties, Gas Barrier

Properties, Nano Confinement

IntrIntroductionoduction

Food packaging films must be reinvented in order to meet the new demanding requirements concerning the reduction

of plastics consumption and petroleum dependence, and the limitation of the number of plastics used in order to ensure

their recyclability. Using biobased polymers has been an explored strategy to meet the new environmental concerns.

Amongst the potential promising bioplastics, Poly(Lactic acid) (PLA) has been widely studied but presents some
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drawbacks that limit its use, such as brittleness, low temperature stability and poor gas barrier properties [1]. It

is therefore important to improve PLA gas barrier properties in order to reach the performance of poly(ethylene

terephthalate) (PET) (around ten times better than PLA). Optimizing PLA crystallization may improve its gas barrier

properties [2, 3] and its thermal stability but leads generally to a dramatic loss of ductility. Poly(ethylene furanoate)

(PEF) is another new promising biopolymer offering reduced barrier properties compared to PET (around 6 to 10

times) and similar temperature stability [4]. Still, two major drawbacks hinder its wide application: a high price and a

high brittleness compared to PET. Among the various solutions to fill in those drawbacks, research efforts have been

dedicated to combine PEF with another polymer, mostly PET, through copolymerization [5, 6] or blending [7, 8].

In this work, we combine PEF with PET or PLA in multilayer films for the first time, using coextrusion process. The

addition of layer multiplying elements allows increasing the number of layers and induced orientation and confinement

effects are expected [9, 10]. The relationship between PEF crystallinity and thermal, mechanical and gas barrier

properties will be highlighted.

1 Mat1 Material and methodserial and methods

1.1 Mat1.1 Materialserials

PLA NPHT101, supplied by Natureplast, is a special formulation developed to promote crystallization (addition of

nucleating agents) and to achieve high ductility (addition of a plasticizer). PET Indorama 101, supplied by Wipak, is an

amorphous grade able to crystallize under biaxial stretching or thermal annealing. PEF was supplied by AVA Biochem

under pellets form pretreated by a SSP (Solid State Polymerization) step process to reach high viscosity. The data of

the AVA Biochem PEF grade are summarized in the table 1.

TTable 1. Table 1. Typical charypical charactacteristics of the Aeristics of the Avva Biochem PEF gra Biochem PEF grade.ade.

1.2 Methods1.2 Methods

1.2.1 Pr1.2.1 Processingocessing

1.2.1.1 La1.2.1.1 Layyer multipler multiplying co-eying co-extrusionxtrusion

PET-PEF and PLA-PEF films composed of 3, 128 or 512 alternating layers were processed using the layer multiplying

device described elsewhere [11].The initial 3-layer feedblock was connected to two single-screw extruders (Scamex

20-20D) and 0, 6 and 8 multiplying elements were added to obtain respectively the 3-layers, the 128-layer and the

512-layer films. The amount of each polymer of the films was regulated thanks to gear pumps and by adjusting the
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screw speeds of each extruder to control the throughput. All the output films obtained were extruded through 2

different flat dies of 2 mm thickness and 150 mm in width for PET-PEF films and 200mm width for PLA-PEF films. The

films were then stretched and cooled with chill rolls rotating at 2 m/min for PET-PEF films and 1.2 m/min for PLA-PEF

films in order to produce 100 μm thick films with the same draw ratio evaluated at around 20 for all the both PET-PEF

and PLA-PEF films. Cooling temperatures were set at 70°C (40°C) for PET-PEF (PLA-PEF) films.

1.2.1.2 Annealing aft1.2.1.2 Annealing after eer extrusionxtrusion

Extruded films were sandwiched between two Teflon sheets and were post-annealed using a SPECAC thermal press.

Two different heating treatments were used depending on the films: PET-PEF films were annealed at 140°C for 2 hours

while PLA-PEF were annealed in two steps, a first one at 80°C for 1 minute to induce PLA crystallization then a second

at 140°C for 2 hours to crystallize PEF.

1.2.2 Optical and electr1.2.2 Optical and electronic micronic microscoposcopyy

Films were embedded in a resin and the cross-section surface was polished. The cross-section surfaces were observed

using Optical Microscopy (OM) in reflexion mode (all the films) and Scanning Electronic Microscopy (Philips SEM) (for

128 and 512-layer films).

1.2.3 Thermal anal1.2.3 Thermal analyysissis

Thermal analysis was carried out using a Perkin Elmer DSC 4000, under a nitrogen flow. Several milligrams of the films

were used and heated from 30°C to 250°C at 10°C/min. The degree of crystallinity was calculated using the following

values of the standard melting enthalpies (ΔH0): 187 J/g for PEF [12], 93 J/g for PLA and 140 J/g for PET.

1.2.4 Oxy1.2.4 Oxygen permeability measurgen permeability measurementsements

Oxygen permeability measurements were performed with a M/L 2/21 Mocon device according to ASTM D3985. The

measurements were done at 23°C and 0%RH and were duplicated. Only oxygen Transmission Rates (OTR) were

reported since all the films had the same thicknesses (100 μm).

1.2.5 Mechanical pr1.2.5 Mechanical propertiesoperties

Two kinds of mechanical tests were performed by LNE (Trappes, France): usual tensile tests and puncture tests for

films. All the tests were performed at 23°C and 50 % RH. Tensile tests were performed in the extrusion and transverse

directions according to ISO 527-1. Measurements were systematically carried out on five specimens for each sample

and modulus, strength and strains at yield and at break were deduced from the stress-strain curves. Moduli were

measured at 2 to 5 mm/min while the other characteristics were measured at 50 mm/min.

Puncture tests were carried out at 50 mm/min with a Zwick/Roell device, according to NF H00-310 for the conical

punch. The force and the energy for breaking were measured on 5 specimens for each sample.

2 R2 Results and discussionesults and discussion

Reference films of neat PLA, PET and PEF films were first elaborated and the extrusion conditions for neat polymers

were optimized (temperature and flat die). Then, the conditions of the co-extrusion process with layer multiplying

elements were optimized.
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Since PET must be extruded at temperature higher than 250°C in order to avoid crystallization at the die exit. and

despite the fact that PEF must be usually extruded at temperatures between 220 and 240°C to avoid degradation, the

layer multiplication device temperatures were set respectively to 250°C for PET-PEF films and 220°C for PLA-PEF films,

in order to limit PLA degradation. 100 μm thick films of neat polymers and multi-layered films with 10 to 15% w/w

PEF amount were produced with 3, 128 and 512 alternating layers.

FigurFigure 1: film sample of PETe 1: film sample of PET, PLA, PET, PLA, PET-PET and PLA-PET and PLA-PEF-PEF

PET-PEF films presented a good transparency despite the high brownness of PEF slightly colouring the films. PLA-PEF

films was slightly translucid and cream corresponding to the colour of PLA pellets due to the presence of additives.

If it was possible to fabricate all the 3, 128 and 512-layer PLA-PEF films, it was not possible to produce the 512-layer

PET-PEF film due to a bad stretchability compared to PLA-PEF films.

The cross-sections of the 3-layer PET-PEF and PLA-PEF films exhibited a 3-layer structure with a PEF layer thickness in

agreement with the expected values. The cross-section of the 128 and 512-layer PLA-PEF films revealed the presence

of many layer break-ups [13] and typical blend morphologies with elongated droplets [14] were observed in both films.

These layer break-ups occurring at such high thicknesses can be due to the presence of additives in PLA.

For the 128-layer PET-PEF films, continuous PEF layers were observed but with a wide thickness distribution, possibly

due to high viscosity mismatch.
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Fig. 2. ObservFig. 2. Observation of the cration of the cross-section of a) 3-laoss-section of a) 3-layyer PETer PET-PEF film, b) 128-la-PEF film, b) 128-layyer PETer PET-PEF film, c) 3-la-PEF film, c) 3-layyer PLAer PLA-PEF film,-PEF film,

d) 128-lad) 128-layyer PLAer PLA-PEF film.-PEF film.

The oxygen gas barrier properties (OTR) of the films were measured at 23°C and 0% RH (table 2 and 3). First, PLA,

PET and PEF neat films were measured as reference (table 2). For PEF two different films were measured: extruded

and thermopressed films fabricated from pellets. PLA exhibited classical results similar to those obtained for an INGEO

amorphous PLA [15], while PET and PEF presented higher values compared to the literature [16]. Those values may be

due to the very low crystallinity measured by DSC. Globally, we obtained the following expected results: OTR PLA >>

OTR PET >> OTR PEF.

TTable 2. Vable 2. Values of PETalues of PET, PLA and PEF cry, PLA and PEF crystallinitystallinity, Oxy, Oxygen Tgen Trransmission Ransmission Ratates (Oes (OTR) aftTR) after the eer the extrusionxtrusion

Table 3 shows an improvement of a factor respectively 1.6 to 1.8 for 3-layer PET-PEF films and only 4 for PLA-PEF

3-layer film compared to PET and PLA respectively. The improvement was in agreement with the series permeability

model for PET-PEF films, considering the amorphous state of PET and the medium crystallinity of PLA as measured by

DSC, that did not affect strongly the PLA permeability [15]. But it was much lower than expected (factor 4 instead of

10) for PLA-PEF films. We do not have any explanation for this result at this stage since a PEF continuous layer and

similar crystallinity degree were observed.

TTable 3. Vable 3. Values of PEF laalues of PEF layyers thickness, cryers thickness, crystallinitystallinity, Oxy, Oxygen Tgen Trransmission Ransmission Ratates (Oes (OTR) aftTR) after the eer the extrusionxtrusion
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The 128 and 512-layer PLA-PEF films presented curiously higher OTR than the 3-layer ones, even though PEF

crystallinity degrees decreased with 128 layers and 512 layers. It was certainly the consequence of the break-up of the

PEF layers that could not act as a barrier layer for PLA. It can be explained a new time by the blend like morphology,

where the barrier properties are finally not dependant of the crystallinity degree of the dispersed phase. Concerning

PET-PEF films, 3-layer and 128-layer PET-PEF films presented finally the same OTR improvement independently of the

PEF crystallinity degrees that were measured very different.

The classical tensile tests (Fig 3) were not discriminating, since they showed similar results for all the multilayers films,

regardless of the test direction. No real modification of the mechanical properties has been observed when adding PEF

and/or varying the number of layers for both PET-PEF and PLA-PEF films.

Fig. 3. TFig. 3. Tensile tensile tests: strests: stress at yield and stress at yield and strain at brain at break of the diffeak of the differerent films in the eent films in the extrusion dirxtrusion direction (//) andection (//) and

perpendicular tperpendicular to eo extrusion (┴)xtrusion (┴)

The puncture test measurements were actually much more discriminating. If no great variation of the puncture energy

was obtained for PLA-PEF films, the layer multiplication clearly revealed its interest for PET-PEF films due to the high

PEF brittleness. In fact, as shown in figure 4, adding PEF to PET in a 3-layer PET-PEF film led to a disastrous decrease

of the puncture energy. By increasing the number of PEF layers, the high puncture energy of PET was almost recovered.

This phenomenon may be due to the increase of the interfaces between the PET and the PEF layers that could limit

the crack propagation. It was all the more interesting as PEF in 128-layer PET-PEF films had higher crystallinity that

should usually lead to more brittleness.
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Fig. 4. PuncturFig. 4. Puncture te test enerest energy of the diffgy of the differerent PETent PET-PEF and PLA-PEF and PLA-PEF films.-PEF films.

Post extrusion thermal annealing was performed on the films at a temperature of 140°C for 2 hours as described

previously [18]. Annealing of the neat PLA and PEF films leaded to high increase of crystallinity and a decrease of a

factor around 2 of their OTR (table 4). PEF became very brittle so that OTR could not be measured. The table 5 shows

that PEF crystallinity degrees of the PET-PEF films increased, but to a lesser extent when PEF is confined. Even longer

annealing time did not allow reaching the initial crystallinity degree measured on the as received PEF pellets (table 2).

It was also observed that the increase of the PEF crystallinity led to a deterioration of the oxygen barrier properties.

This surprising result, in contradiction with the results obtained on other PEF grade [17] and in the line of some results

obtained on PET or PLA, requires more investigation before interpretation since PET crystallinity increased leading to

wait for OTR decrease. PEF-PLA crystallinity were not been measured since the impact on the PEF crystallinity did not

act directly on the gas barrier properties.

TTable 4. Vable 4. Values of PETalues of PET, PLA and PEF cry, PLA and PEF crystallinitystallinity, Oxy, Oxygen Tgen Trransmission Ransmission Ratates (Oes (OTR) aftTR) after the eer the extrusion and aftxtrusion and after theer the

annealing stageannealing stage
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TTable 5. Vable 5. Values of the PEFalues of the PEF, PLA and PET cry, PLA and PET crystallinity and Oxystallinity and Oxygen Tgen Trransmission Ransmission Ratates (Oes (OTR) of the mutilaTR) of the mutilayyerered filmsed films

aftafter the eer the extrusion and aftxtrusion and after the annealing stageer the annealing stage

3 Conclusion3 Conclusion

This work showed the possibility of coextruding 10 to 15%wt. of PEF with PLA or PET. 100 μm thick PLA-PEF and

PET-PEF multilayer films with various layer number/thicknesses were processed and presented different features. The

multilayer PET-PEF films were transparent while the PLA-PEF films were rather translucid, probably due to the PLA

formulation. The layers were continuous at the nanoscale for PET-PEF films, but layer breakups occurred in the 128 or

512-layer PLA-PEF films exhibiting blend morphologies. The 3-layer PET-PEF films followed the series law for oxygen

permeability measurements while it was not the case for the 3-layer PLA-PEF films. It was related to crystallinity

degrees; PEF was completely amorphous in PET-PEF films while it was a little more crystallized in PLA-PEF films.

Concerning the 128 and 512-layer PLA-PEF films it was highlighted that the blend structure did not improve logically

the oxygen barrier properties compared to PLA. It was the same for the mechanical properties. Concerning the PET-PEF

films, the 128-layer film presented the same oxygen permeability than this one of the 3-layer one despite a higher PEF

crystallinity.

A highly positive effect of the layer multiplication was revealed thanks to the puncture tests. It was also highlighted

that puncture test measurements were disastrous for 3-layer PET-PEF films certainly due to the high brittleness of the

PEF despite its amorphous state. The layer multiplication permitted to recover the PET puncture test measurement

by introducing PEF. Crystallinity was correlated to those behaviours especially for PET-PEF films. PEF crystallinity

increase due to layer multiplication did not seem to act classically on both gas barrier and mechanical properties.

Compared to PEF classical behaviour indicated in different works [8], increasing our PEF crystallinity leaded to lower

gas barrier properties and to improve the puncture properties.

This result was confirmed by the film annealing. Annealing step on PET-PEF and PLA-PEF films did not lead also to an

improvement of the gas barrier properties despite the crystallinity increase, it was even the inverse. This work showed
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clearly the unusual relationship between crystallinity and gas barrier and mechanical properties of the PEF of our

study certainly linked to a confinement effect.
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